Customer Feedback November 2014
I would like to thank you and your colleagues and all the students who partook in this wonderful
evening.
The young waitresses were attentive and very professional.
As for the food it was all amazing. Well presented, delicious and a good combination. We couldn’t
fault it.
My only suggestion is that you could do more evenings - I’m sure they would be well attended.
Thanks for a lovely dinner - it was fantastic and service was excellent.
The soup was brilliant and gravy better than my mum's.
Big thanks to you all.
Lovely! Loved the soup and the posh cheese on toast.
Lamb very nice.
Dessert sumptuous.
Service impeccable - 5*
Thank you for an excellent and enjoyable meal.
Thank you all (Jenny and Lorraine).
Everything was perfect; couldn't find fault with a thing. Thank you.
Starter was lovely - soup was very tasty. Bread was wonderful.
Lamb was beautiful and tender. A few more potatoes would have been nice.
Pudding was very rich; shortbread was lovely.
Gluten free was catered for very well.
The soup could have been a bit warmer.
Everything else was very nice.
We could have had serving cutlery for the veg.
Soup - could have been a little hotter.
Main course was excellent in quality and flavour.
Pudding was most enjoyable.
Overall 5*.
The evening was wonderful.
The tables were laid beautifully.
The food was delish.
An area for improvement: the vegetables were a little too al dente. However this is a minor point.
Thank you all.
Soup on lukewarm; perhaps a little hotter.
Very tasty though.
Excellent value!
Well done.
Gorgeous meal and very flavoursome lamb; not pink which was great.
I like chocolate byt that dessert was way too much for me but so proud of my son for making it.
Delicious.

Absolutely fabulous evening; thank you very much (Brenda and Dave Ellis)
Each part of the meal was delicious in its own right.
Your students are a credit to you - well done (John and Barbara Holdich)
We didn't have our bread rolls as the start and they would have been great with the soup.
But, lovely food, really enjoyed the lamb and sausage roll on the starter.
Chocolate pudding was spot on Luke.
Great meal!
Very impressed with the service, attitude, food and calmness in the kitchen.
Really good experience for the students too.
Thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
Food was exceptional and very good value for money.
Atmosphere was very good.
Service swift and better than some professional establishments.
A great experience - well done.
Soup excellent; bread delicious and rarebit very impressive.
Lamb delicious; gnocchi great; vegetables cooked to perfection.
Pudding great for those with a sweet tooth.
All in all, very well done.
A great meal. Many thanks.

